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FileMaker, Inc. Publishes GoZync Case Study
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FileMaker, Inc. has just published a success story featuring SeedCode's sync engine:
GoZync. The case study highlights the synchronized iPad solution SeedCode built for
Blueprint Capital. Blueprint's mobile app uses GoZync to synchronize construction
inspections. GoZync manages the data transfer during sync and ensures that inspectors in
the field know that their entries have been successfully pushed to Blueprint's server.
SeedCode has been building FileMaker templates since 2001.
Seattle, Washington - FileMaker, Inc. has just published a success story featuring
SeedCode's sync engine: GoZync. The case study highlights the synchronized iPad solution
SeedCode built for Blueprint Capital. Blueprint is one of the largest residential
construction lenders in Seattle and their whole lending practice is run from a FileMaker
solution named Blueprint Connect(TM).
Blueprint's mobile app uses GoZync to synchronize construction inspections. Each of
Blueprint's active projects needs to be inspected every month; inspectors log the
builder's progress against the projects' line items and take photos of the work. These are
then synced back to Blueprint's office so borrowers can take draws against their loans in
proportion to the work completed so far.
GoZync manages the data transfer during synchronization and ensures that inspectors in the
field know--for certain--that their entries have been successfully pushed to Blueprint's
server. GoZync is a bolt-on utility from SeedCode which can be added to any FileMaker Go
solution to enable offline use and synchronization.
"Blueprint has devoted a couple pages of their annual report to their strategic investment
in this software and we are very proud of our work here." Says SeedCode's John Sindelar.
"We've built other mobile apps for Blueprint, including one managers use to get an
overview of project finances, but we're most proud of the inspections app as it has helped
take a very time-sensitive and high pressure part of Blueprint's workflow and turn it into
something much more routine."
This software replaced a paper system where inspections arrived in several large boxes and
had to be keyed in during these marathon transcription sessions that were both stressful
and prone to error.
Inspecting over 100 of these projects happens over just a few days and a customized
version of GoMaps helps inspectors know which properties they have yet to visit. Images of
site plans and renderings are pulled down to the iPad so folks can orient themselves on
new projects, some of which may have barely broken ground when they arrive.
The GoZync-Powered inspection app offers the following capabilities:
* Syncs a subset of properties to be inspected down to the inspectors' iPads: only active
projects with funds outstanding are inspected.
* Photos, site-plans, and any new notes from the finance team come down to the iPad as
well.
* Though the in-office solution is quite large, the mobile app only syncs data from twelve
tables: mirroring the structure of the main solution on an iPad would have been
impossible.
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* Inspectors sync photos they've taken of each site and receive a confirmation that each
project's inspection has been successfully transmitted.
* Syncs are done throughout the day as inspections are completed, usually three or four at
a time. Each project takes just over a minute to sync.
* As inspections can be called for at any time, inspectors can always sync down new
projects to be inspected without having to come in to the office.
* This lets Blueprint respond to builder requests for ad-hoc financing very quickly, often
with inspections and checks cut the same day
* With a single click inspectors can ask for and download new versions of the application
(it's in near constant development as we add new features).
FileMaker's Case Study:
http://www.filemaker.com/solutions/customers/stories/blueprint-capital.html
More Details and Screen Shots:
http://www.seedcode.com/filemaker-publishes-gozync-case-study/
GoZync:
http://www.seedcode.com/filemaker-sync-gozync/
Pricing:
http://www.seedcode.com/filemaker-sync-gozync/#pagelines-pricing
Download the Free Version of GoZync:
http://www.seedcode.com/downloads
Screenshot:
http://www.seedcode.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/master.jpg

Based in Seattle, Washington, SeedCode has been building FileMaker templates since 2001
and is recognized as a leader in design, documentation, and development best practices.
SeedCode's John Sindelar is a returning DevCon speaker and one of the organizers of Pause
on Error. He received the 2004 FileMaker Excellence Award for 'Developing Outstanding
Technical Resources for the FileMaker Pro Community' and SeedCode Calendar was awarded
the
FileMaker Excellence Award for 'Solution of the Year' in 2010. SeedCode's free SQL
Explorer won the same Excellence Award in 2012. Copyright (C) 2013 SeedCode. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. FileMaker, a subsidiary of Apple Inc., is a
registered trademark of FileMaker, Inc. in the U.S. and other countries. Other trademarks
and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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855-SEEDCODE
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